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Experience
What exhibitors say:
"... Cremona Musica has become the most important showcase for Cremonese violin makers, who show
here the best of their yearly production..."
"... Cremona Musica is a very important international music stage and we are proud to exhibit here
our saxophones..."
"... It is a not-to-be missed meeting point. Cremona absorbs us a lot but gives us great satisfaction
because it has become a reference point for the sector ..."
"... we are here at the fair because those who are absent are
wrong. We need to be here! It is the only trade fair we have in
Italy and it is an opportunity not to be missed..."
"... it is a fantastic meeting point and we participate in the
Acoustic Guitar Village because it is the number one
appointment in Italy ..."

Figures and
quality of
achieved
results

18,127 professionals

309 exhibitors

and musicians

from 30 Countries

from 55 Countries

64% exhibitors
from abroad

1,093,349 views

178 events among concerts,
seminars, masterclasses,
presentations and historical
exhibitions

The music world gathers

in Cremona
Cremona Musica visitors are mainly
musicians (professionals, amateurs,
music lovers, students, music school representatives
and associations). These 6 categories
represent the 36% of visitors that together with the 4%
of trade, means that Cremona Musica exhibitors
always get in touch with a qualified and
very interested public.

Internationalization

ranks first

Cremona Musica is one of the most
internationalized exhibitions. This result
has been possible thanks to CremonaFiere
ongoing international promotional
activities, such as: presentations on major
foreign markets, targeted
communications to international
professionals, relationships with
important musical institutions and an
high-level buyers program.

Professional and amateur musicians
meet in Cremona!

The interest in the Exhibition is confirmed also by one of the
most significant category of visitors: musicians. If we analyze the
category of professional musicians, we find out that 56% of them
are stringed instruments players. The percentage of amateur
musicians is distributed among different instruments, thus

Professional Musicians

meaning that Cremona Musica is focused on professionals but
also on amateurs: a very interesting market share of the field.

Amateur Musicians

What you can find at

Cremona Musica

Cremona Musica is not
only the reference trade
show for strings, with the
well-known
Mondomusica, but also
the most important
meeting point for the
whole sector of high
quality musical
instruments.

Cremona Musica press office produced:
22 PRESS RELEASES to a mailing list of more then

A national and international ADVERTISING

1,800 italian and international journalists

CAMPAIGN reaching about 680,000 contacts

Cremona Musica website:
300 news published on
www.cremonamusica.com
83,984 web visitors

129,265 sessions

262,270 displays

Use of social networks
325 posts on Facebook

117 posts on Twitter

138 posts on Instagram

65 videos on YouTube

Events
A unique programme with

178 top-level events in 3 days!
124 concerts and performances
26 presentations and seminars
14 masterclasses
8 congresses and round tables
6 historical exhibitions

Contacts
Cremona Musica team
is at your disposal
Ilaria Seghizzi

Silvia Caletti

Exhibition Manager

Marketing and Sales

ilaria.seghizzi@cremonafiere.it

silvia.caletti@cremonafiere.it

WWW.CREMONAMUSICA.COM

Cremonafiere SpA - Piazza Zelioli Lanzini, 1 - 26100 Cremona - Italy
tel: +39 0372 598 011 - fax: +39 0372 598 222 - email: info@cremonamusica.com

